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A numerical method is developed to analyze 

the inviscid flowfield of a hiqh speed inlet by 
the solution of the Euler equations. 
iinplicit scheme in conjunction with adaotive dis- 
sipation proves to be an efficient and rohust non- 
oscillatory shock caoturing technique for hiqh 
Mach number flows as well as for transonic flows. 
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Introduction 

Recent interest in the aerospace olane and 
other hypersonic vehicles revitalized the research 
on high speed propulsion systems as well as hyper- 
sonic aerodynamics. 
and hypersonic propulsion systems the analysis of 
high speed flow past an inlet plays a eritical 
role. While there are half a dozen propulsion 
study concepts for high speed fliqht, inany candi- 
date concepts share a common idea of combination 
of turboramjet engines for sub and supersonic 
fliqhts and scramjet (supersonic combustion ramjet) 

of flows through the enqines ranqe widely from 
subsonic to hypersonic reqimes. 

The analysis of hypersonic flows would 
require the full Navier-Stokes equations with Slip 
effects and chemical reaction. It is also impor- 
tant to understand the complex structure of shock 
waves. The turboramjet inlet flowfield includes 
the incominq supersonic flow deflected by oblique 
shock waves and the subsonic diffuser flow after 
the terminal normal shock wave while the scramjet 
inlet flow is characterized by stronq oblique 
shock waves. The Euler equations which reoresent 
hyperbolic conservation law can be a useful test- 
bed for developing and evaluating a shock captur- 
ing numerical algorithm. 

tional aerodynamicists to capture nonoscillatory 
shock waves as a converged solution. 
growth of spurious oscillations often resulted in 
numerical instability. It i s  well known that up- 
wind difference schemes can eliminate oscillations 
in the neighborhood of shock waves at the expense 
of a substantial increase of computational work. 
In parallel with the developments in upwind schemes 
it has been found that steady aerodynamic flows 
containing moderately stronq shock waves can be 

In the design of supersonic 

4 engines for hypersonic fliqht. Resultinq speeds 

It has been a difficult task for computa- 
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quite well predicted by a central difference scheme 
auqmented by a carefully controlled blend of first 
and third order dissipative terms.1 I n  this paper 
the performance of adaotive dissipation is demon- 
strated for stronq oblique shock waves in hiqh Mach 
number flows on a near-uniform mesh. 

Although a space marchinq method has been use- 
ful, it is not well-posed when there is upstream 
influence throuqh subsonic portions of the flow- 
field such as a boundary layer, It also cannot 
handle the terminal shock and the subsonic dif- 
fuser flowfield as well as the flow with stream- 
wise separation. Early time-inteqration codes for 
calculating the supersonic flow h ouqh an inlet 
used popular MacCormack schemes.i,S A disadvan- 
tage of these schemes for steady state calculation 
is that the computed steady state depends on the 
time step. Another drawback of MacCormack’s 
implicit scheme is the difficulty in treatinq 
boundary conditions. 

During the last decade, the Navier-Stokes 
equations have been the subject of exploratory 
investigations aimed at establishinq the feasibil- 
ity of their solution, but the methods so far 
developed have been too expensive to permit their 
use in a routine production mode. However recent 
developments of modern implicit s~hemes~-~’in 
conjunction with yultiqrid methods are encouraq- 
ing. The authors developed an optimal dissioa- 
tion model for the alternating direction implicit 
(ADI) scheme and proved that the improved AD1 
scheme is ideal fo r  multigrid in two dimensions. 
Unfortunately, the AD1 scheme in delta form to 
ensure the time step independent solution has sta- 
bility and converqence problems in three dimen- 
sions. Two new implicit schemes which are 
unconditionally stable in any number of space 
dimensions were successfully developed by the 
authors6 recently. They are lower-upper (LU) 
implicit scheme and LU-SSOR (symmetric successive 
over-relaxation) scheme. The LU imolicit scheme 
has been tried on an H-mesh in this’work for hiqh 
speed flow calculations. 

Governinq Equations 

The Euler equations are obtained from the 
Navier-Stokes equations by neglectinq viscous 
terms. Let 0 ,  u, v, E, H ,  and p be the den- 
sity, Cartesian velocity components, total energy, 
total enthalpy, and pressure, and let x and y 
be Cartesian coordinates. Then for a two- 
dimensional flow these equations can be written as 

aW aF  aG -+- -+-=I )  
at a x  ay 



where W is the vector of dependent variables, 
and F and G are convective flux vectors 

1 
W = (o,ou,ov,oE) 

( 2 )  
7 T F = (oU,oU- + P,OVU.U(OE + PI) 

G = ( o ~ , o u v , ~ v ~  + p,v(pE + p ) ) '  

The pressure is obtained from the equation o f  state 
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These equations are to be solved for a steady 
state a W a t  = 0 where t denotes time. 

Semi-discrete Finite Volume Method 

A convenient way to assure a steady state 
solution independent of the time step is to sepa- 
rate the space and time discretization proce- 
dures. In semi-discrete finite volume method one 
begins by applying a semi-discretization in wh'ch 

The use of a finite volume method for space dis- 
cretization allows one to handle arbitrary qeome- 
tries and helps one to avoid problems with metric 
singularities that are usually associated with 
finite difference methods. The scheme reduces to 
a central difference scheme on a Cartesian qrid, 
Ind is second order accurate in space provided 
that the mesh is smooth enouqh. It also has the 
property that uniform flow is an exact solution of 
the difference equations. 

only the spatial derivatives are approximated. 1 

Nonlinear Adaptive Dissipation 

I n  typical calculation of flow ,with discon- 
tinuities by a central difference scheme, viiggles 
appear in the neiqhborhood of shock waves where 
pressure yradient is severe. 
the tendeicv for svurious odd and even ooint 

In order to suppress 

oscillation;, and t o  prevent unsightly overshoots 
near shock waves, the scheme is augmented by arti- 
ficial dissipative terms. The dissipative term, 
which is constructed so that it is of third order 
in smooth regions of the flow, is explicitly added 
to the residual. 
example, the dissipation has the form 

For the density equation, for 

d. - d. + d. . - d. . i+1/2,j i-l/Z,j i , j + 1 / 2  i , j- l /? 

where 

Let S be the cell area which is equivalent to 
the inverse of the determinant of transformation 
Jacobian. Both coefficients include a normalizing 
factor Si+l/~,j/~t proportional to the length o f  
the cell side, and ~{?!/2,j is also made propor- 
tional to the normalized second difference of the 
pressure 

Pi+l,j - 2P. i,j + Pi-1,j 
"i,j = I +  P ~ + ~ , ~  2 ~ ~ , ~  + P ~ - ~ , ~  

in the adjacent cells. The third order terms Dr?- 
vide background dainpinq of hiqh frequency modes. 
The first order terins are needed to control o s c i l -  
lations in the neiqhborhood of shock ,,waves, and 
are turned on by sensinq strong p:'essure gradients 
in the flow. The dissipativ? terms for the other 
equations are constructfd froin sinilar formulas 
with the exception of the onerqy equation iuhere 
the differences are of o l i  rather than p E .  The 
PurOose of this is to allow a steady state solu- 
tion for which H remains constant. Increasinq 
the amount of artificial viscosity imoroves the 
rate of converqence althouqh too much dissipatioo 
can hurt it. Hcwever, it is desirable t o  make the 
amount be as small as Dossible in order not t 3  
degrade the accuracy o f  solution. Typical amount 
of the third order terins is alinost neqliqible when 
compared to the physical viscosity. 

LU Implicit ~ Scheme ~. 

Let the Jacobian inatrices be 

and let the correctioii b? 

where n denotes the time level. 

The linearized implicit schem for a system 
o f  nonlinear hyperbolic equations su h as the Euler equations can be formulated as F, 

{I  + E bt (DxA + Dy8)}6U + At R = 0 (7) 

* where R is the residual 

R = D~F(w") + o,?(w") 

iiere D, and Uy are central difference opera- 
tors that approximate alax and aiay. 

accurate in time, for other values of 8 ,  the time 
accuracy drops to first order. 
iinplicit scheme ( E q .  (7)) produces a large block 
banded matrix which is very costly to invert and 
requires huqh storaqe. One can solve the system 
indirectly using a relaxation alqorithm. Then it 
is desirable that the matrix should be diaqonally 
dominant to meet a convergence criterion of a 
relaxation method. 
splitting at the expense of a substantial increase 
in the computational work. Moreover, it seems 
that second order flux splittinq methods in con- 
junction with relaxation alqorithms are either 
conditionally stable or slow. 

torizinc the operator of Eq. (7) approximately in 
various ways. 
~ c h e m e . ~  

If a = 112 the scheme remains second order 

The unfactored 

This can be achieved by flux 

The operation count can be reduced by fac- 

The first way is known as the A01 

( 1  + E At DxA)(I + 6 At U 8)6W + At R = 0 ( 8 )  Y 
Although the introduction of optimal artificial 
dissipation5 makes the scheme be very desirable 

only conditionally stable in three dimensions. 
in two dimensions, the scheme in delta form is 'W 
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The AD1 scheme iitroduces error terms of order 

gence rate. 
ment, each factor can be split into two subfac- 
tors.8 If 6 = 1, the scheme becomes 

in three dimensions which reduce the conver- 
If one concerns about memory require- 

\pJ ( I  + At D;A')(I + At DiA-)(I + At D;B+) 

(I + At O:B-)&W f At R = 0 (9) 

:vhere D; and 3 are b2ckward difference 
operators and 0, and D are forward differ- 
ence operators. Each faczor can be constructed 
using the diagonally dominant AD1 factorizatio~i.~ 
This scheme has six factors in three dim ns ions  
and introduces error terms of order (At) which 
reduce the conv?rgence rate further. 

:?i.nensions, its inherent limitations in three 
dimensions suggest an alternative aDproach. 
unconditionally stable implicit s heme which has 
error terms at most of order (At) i n  any number 
!us space dimensions can he derived by the LlJ fac- 
tori zation.6 

8 

While the AD1 scheine has been valiiable in two 

An 
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(I + 6 At (DiA' + DgB+)}  {I + B At ( 0 3 -  + D'S-)) Y 

6W + At R = 0 (10) 

Here, A+, A-, E+, and 8- are constructed so that 
the eigenvalues of "f" matrices are nonnegative 
and those of "-" inatrices are nonpositive. 

A = (A + rAl), A- = - (A - r I) 

B = ( B  + rBI), B- = $ ( B  - rBI) 

r A =  > nax(ihAi), r a =  > max(ii s I) 

+ 1  I 
2 A 

!11) 
+ 1  uri 

where 

(121 

Here, A A  and x~ represent eiqenvalues of 
.lacobian matrices. Equation (10) can be inverted 
in two steps. 
inversion of sparse trianqular matrices which can 
be done efficiently without usinq large storaqe. 
This scheme has only two factors in three dimen- 
sions. Other forms of factorization in conjunc- 
tion with flux splitting can be found in Ref. 10. 
For example, 

The L U  implicit scheme needs the 

This scheme requires a block-tridiagonal inversion 
in one direction. If one wants to include thin- 
layer viscous terms in th? implicit operator, this 
scheme inay be useful. However, it does not seem 
to be necessary to insert viscous terms into the 
operator hen bnly the steady-state solution is desired. l Y  

Results 

In order to test the performance of the LU 
implicit scheme for high speed flow calculations, 
a two-dimensional model problem was selected. 

Fiqure 1 shows a typical hypersonic inlet and 
Fig. 2 shows a 54 by 32 H-mesh for a schematic 
high speed inlet. This mesh was used in all cases 
except the terminal shock wave problem where a 104 
by 32 mesh nas used for better resolution of the 
normal shock wave. Howver, all figures of con- 
verqence history are the results on the 54 by 32 
m?sh for comnarison. The ramn anale is 9' and the 
shoulder angie is set to 0.5' for-'the terminal 
shock wave problem. 

At the inflow boundary all the flow quanti- 
ties are specified, and the.v are extrapolated from 
the interior at the outflow boundary for super- 
sonic outflow. For the terminal shock wave prob- 
lem the pressure was prescribed at the outflow 
boundary. 

Mach number and pressure along the centerline, and 
the convergence history are shown in each set of 
Figs. 3 to 6. Terminal shock wave problem with 
freestream Mach number 2 is shown in Fig. 3. 
Figures 4 to 6 are for supersonic throughflows 
with freestream Mach numbers 5, 10, and 20, respec- 
tively. The pressure plots show the values of the 
pressure normalized by freestream static pressure 
so that the strengths of shock waves can be com- 
pared. Two indicators in the convergence histories 
are the maximum and the averaqe density residual in 
loqarithm scale. 

As the fiqures show the wave structures in 
hiqh Mach number flows includinq oblique shock 
?laves. reflected shock waves. exnansion fans. and 

Four plots includinq Mach number contours, 

. .  
the interaction of shock waves with expansion fans 
are successfully captured. These fesults clearly 
demonstrate the capability of the present numeri- 
cal method for high speed flows. Fiqures 5 and 6 
show that th? location of the shock iiaves is hardly 
changed as the Mach number increases from 10 to 
20. However, the pressure plots show that the 
strengths of shock waves are quite different. 

The convergence histories show that the 
residuals drop linearly and continuously. 
prove the efficiency of the present numerical 
method. However, as the Mach number increases the 
convergence rate is slowed down. 
will be investigated in the future. Another dif- 
ficulty encountered in high Mach number flows is 
the sensitivity to the way o f  starting the solu- 
tion procedure. Sudden introduction of the bound- 
ary condition to the freestream uniform flow is 
likely to cause numerical instability in high Mach 
number flows. Gradual increase of the time step 
is found to be effective to fix this problem. 

These 

This problem 

Conclusion 

The LU implicit scheme combined with the non- 
linear adaptive dissipation is successfully devel- 
oped as a robust and efficient shock capturinq 
method for high Mach number inlet flows. It seems 
to be possible to improve the resolution and the 
accuracy of shock waves by usinq a total variation 
diminishing scheme. Extension to the Navier-Stokes 
equations is desirable for mtre accurate simulation 
of the flow through integrated high speed propul- 
sion system. 
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